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1 Introduction
It is frequently the case that phonological patterns exhibit asymmetric properties with respect to their featural
content. Such asymmetries may involve a variety of properties including stability, level of activity, nature of
assimilatory target, nature of assimilatory trigger, and nature of epenthetic segment. Consider examples of these
properties briefly. With regard to stability, it may be the case, for example, that high tones are stable under deletion
while nonhigh tones are not (e.g. Pulleyblank 1986), or that nasality is stable while orality is not (e.g. Prunet 1986).
Some features may play an active role in the phonology, while a second feature may be relatively or completely
inert. For example, some tongue root harmony systems exhibit active advancement (ATR) while others exhibit active
retraction (RTR) (Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1994). Recurrent patterns where one segment type acts as the target of
assimilation and another acts as the trigger are attested. For example, coronals are frequently observed to function as
assimilation targets while noncoronals frequently function as assimilation triggers (Paradis & Prunet 1991). As a
final example, certain features may more typically characterise epenthetic segments (Archangeli 1988): high vowels
may be more frequently epenthesised than mid, front more frequently than back, oral more frequently than nasal, and
so on.
Patterns of asymmetry have been encoded in different ways, dependent in part on their frequency of
occurrence cross-linguistically, and hence on a hypothesised degree of universality. In some cases, the asymmetry
may be so pervasive both within and across languages that it can be built into the structure of the featural
representation. For example, Steriade (1995) suggests that the recurrent inertness of features such as orality,
non-spread glottis, and non-constricted glottis warrants the postulation of monovalent features NASAL, SPREAD
GLOTTIS and CONSTRICTED GLOTTIS. In general, work on privative features (e.g. Anderson & Ewen 1987, van der
Hulst 1989, etc.) encodes a certain class of asymmetric properties intrinsically. The opposite end of the spectrum is
to encode asymmetric properties into process-specific rules. In its least elaborated form, encoding featural behaviour
as rule conditions amounts to the claim that there are no systematic asymmetric patterns at all. If a particular feature
or segment recurs as a conditioning factor in multiple rules within or across languages, this is treated as accidental.
While appropriate for certain cases, neither extreme approach appears adequate as a general theory of
asymmetric behaviour. In numerous cases, asymmetric behaviour cannot be reduced to structural considerations.
Consider the example of tongue root effects mentioned above. Some languages exhibit dominant ATR and recessive
RTR (a typical Nilotic pattern; see, for example, Levergood (1984) on Maasai, and Hall & Yokwe (1978) on Bari);
other languages exhibit dominant retraction and recessive advancement (see, for example, Hall & Hall (1980) on Nez
Perce (Sahaptian) and Doak (1992) on Coeur d’Alene (Salish)). Even if it turns out that advancement and retraction
harmony exhibit somewhat different properties (see Goad (1993), but compare Leitch (1996)), languages clearly
differ in their overall organisation of tongue root features. In general terms, structural encoding in terms of privative
features is possible only in cases of absolute asymmetry. That is, monovalency is possible only if one value is always
referred to and the other value is never referred to. In numerous attested cases, however, there are asymmetric
patterns of a less absolute type. One value may be more frequently referred to within or across languages, but the
other value can be referenced.
The case to be considered in this paper is of such a nonabsolute type. In Yoruba, a complex array of vocalic
patterns are attested. Pulleyblank (1988) argues that high vowels in general and [i] in particular exhibit a special
array of properties. For example, certain rules of assimilation and deletion are triggered by all vowels except high
vowels. Other rules of assimilation target only high vowels. In loan vocabulary, [i] is the epenthetic vowel in nonassimilatory contexts. In Yoruba, as in numerous other cases in the literature, the recurrence of a particular feature as
a conditioning or nonconditioning factor in various processes can be interpreted as an argument in favour of
underspecified representations (Pulleyblank 1988). If [−high], [+back], etc. are structurally present in Yoruba
vowels, but [+high] and [−back] are not, then the cited facts receive an explanation. When assimilation fails to be
triggered by [i], this is due to the absence of features specified for that vowel. When only [i] is targeted by a rule, this
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is because the rule is structure-building, not structure-changing. The epenthesis of [i] is analysed as syllabicallymotivated insertion of a featureless prosodic vowel.
Although such a case can be explained through language-specific underspecification, it is not readily
interpreted as involving monovalency as the cross-linguistic evidence seems to point towards positing [+high] as the
active value, not [−high] (see Steriade 1995 for discussion). Moreover, as Steriade (1995) also points out, there are
numerous reasons within Yoruba itself for referring to [+high]: Clements & Sonaiya (1990) argue that a rule of
L Nasalisation makes crucial reference to [+high], as does a Morpheme Structure Constraint; Akinlabi (1993) makes
a similar argument for a rule of r-deletion; moreover, as seen below, the behaviour of word-initial u- in various
dialects makes similar reference. Such patterns that reference [+high] are incompatible with an underspecified
analysis of the Yoruba vowel system. Note in particular that certain rules requiring reference to [+high] apply very
early (e.g. as a morpheme structure condition) while certain rules behaving asymmetrically apply very late (e.g. a
rule of vowel deletion that crosses word boundaries). The apparent conflict in behaviour cannot be resolved,
therefore, by assuming an early stage of underspecification followed by a subsequent stage of more complete
specification.
It is important to consider the global consequences of the arguments that Clements & Sonaiya and Akinlabi
demonstrate for an underspecified account of Yoruba. The basic observation behind the underspecification proposal
is that high vowels in general and the vowel [i] in particular show an array of special properties. Underspecification
in the Yoruba vowel system was proposed in an attempt to explain these properties. Two sorts of problems with such
a proposal could be imagined. On the one hand, it might be demonstrated that the generalisation is wrong, that high
vowels and [i] are not special. Such a demonstration would argue that an asymmetric approach to Yoruba is
wrong-headed because the vowel system is not asymmetric. On the other hand, the basic generalisation might be
correct, but the underspecified analysis could be inadequate. It is the latter case that has been argued. Significantly,
although arguing against the underspecification of [+high], both the paper by Clements & Sonaiya and the paper by
Akinlabi reinforce the asymmetric nature of high vowels, each presenting additional data of a special asymmetric
nature. If we accept their arguments, it becomes even more important therefore to find a theoretical account that can
satisfactorily account for the asymmetries in the Yoruba vowel system.
This paper discusses three possible analyses for Yoruba. First, it lays out the possibility that there are no
special asymmetries at all, that the particular properties of any individual construction are due to idiosyncratic
properties of individual rules. Second it examines the possibility that asymmetries are significant and due to a
structural property such as underspecification (Pulleyblank 1988). Third, it explores the possibility that asymmetric
behaviour results from the relative ranking of constraints (Prince & Smolensky 1993, Smolensky 1993). That is, the
special properties of high vowels result not from structural encoding, but from the ranking of constraints on high
vowels above and below constraints implicated in particular constructions.
The paper is structured as follows. First, the core elements of all three analytic possibilities are presented.
The core analysis is then extended to additional patterns. It is shown that both rule-governed and underspecified
accounts require special stipulations of an ad hoc nature as additional constructions are considered, where the
constraint-based approach does not. The general conclusion is that a constraint-based approach resolves the problems
raised by the analyses of Clements & Sonaiya and Akinlabi, as well as other problems intrinsic to the proposal of
underspecification. The paper therefore constitutes an argument in favour of the encoding of asymmetries in a
constraint grammar rather than in elaborated structures.

2 The analytic core: regressive and progressive assimilation
To illustrate the sort of asymmetry observed in Yoruba, and to sketch the basic analytic possibilities, I begin by
considering patterns of feature assimilation that occur when two vowels are brought into contact with each other in a
noun phrase.1 Canonical nouns of Yoruba are VCV in structure. There is a genitive construction, “N of N”, where
two nouns occur without any overt intervening genitival marker, making it possible to observe a sequence of
adjacent vowels. In this configuration, it is typical for assimilation to cause the …V1 ][V2… sequence to surface as a
sequence of identical vowels.

1

These data have been discussed in some detail in the literature; the reader is referred to work such as Awobuluyi
(1978), Pulleyblank (1988), Awoyale (to appear), for additional examples and discussion.
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Where the second vowel (V2) in the sequence is nonhigh, it will normally prevail in such a situation,
resulting in a …V2 ][V2…surface pattern.2
(1) Regressive feature assimilation in Standard Yoruba; the second vowel is nonhigh
>RZR DGH@
>RZDDGH@
..NONHI] [NONHI..
a. RZR AGH
‘money of Ade’
>RZR HNSR@ >RZHHNSR@ ‘money of oil’
b. RZR epo
>(aED RGRa@
>(aERRGRa@
c. HaED RGRa
‘near the river’
>RPÞ
(UD
@
>RP(
(UD@
..HI] [NONHI..
d. RPL HUDQ
‘water of meat’
In contrast, when the second vowel is high, then it is replaced by the preceding vowel.
(2) Progressive feature assimilation in Standard Yoruba; the second vowel is nonhigh
>LOH L6(@
>LOHH6(@
..NONHI] [HI FRONT..
a. LOH LVH
‘place of work’
>(UXa
LJL@
>(UXaXJL@
..HI BACK] [HI FRONT.. b. HUXa LJL
‘bundle of wood’
These patterns are straightforwardly captured in rule-based accounts. If fully specified vowels are assumed,
then a pair of rules can be posited. The first rule spreads vocalic place features progressively, under the specific
condition that the second vowel in the sequence be [+high]; the second, more general, rule spreads vocalic place
features regressively.
(3) Rule-based approach, fully specified vowels
b. Regressive Spread:
a. Progressive Spread:
(the elsewhere case)

By applying the specific rule before the general rule, the correct pattern is obtained. No specific prosodic structure or
feature-hierarchical structure is crucial.
If underspecified vowels are assumed, then two rules are still required but the actual formulation of the rules
is simplified.
(4) Underspecification approach: [i]: unspecified for PLACE vs. [e, (, a, 2, o, u]: specified for PLACE
b. Progressive Spread:
a. Regressive Spread:
(the elsewhere case)
Regressive Spread now applies first, but fails to apply when V2 is [i] since [i] has no place specifications. Progressive
Spread applies only in those cases (namely with [i]) where Progressive Spread fails.
While the rule-based accounts, with or without underspecification, succeed in terms of descriptive
adequacy, they fail in terms of explanatory adequacy. Principally, they provide no motivation for the occurrence of
rule application, and they provide no explanation for why the rules apply in a pair. Although the rules of assimilation
are optional, applying in casual speech, they must either both apply or both not apply. For example, in the fully
specified account, if Progressive Spread did not apply (due to its optionality) but Regressive Spread did apply, then
an ungrammatical form such as *>LOÞL6(@ could be derived for ‘place of work’ (2a). In the underspecified account,
ungrammatical forms could also surface by allowing Regressive Spread to not apply (optionally) and then applying
Progressive Spread; *>RZRRNSR@ ‘money of oil’ (1b) is an example.
To search for a solution to these problems is a prerequisite to an analysis of assimilation in Optimality
Theory. Unless pressure against the retention of an intact …V1 ][V2…pattern is identified, faithfulness constraints
would require that input vowel sequences also appear in the output. It is proposed here that the observed alternations
are driven by pressure to avoid sequences of vowels, that is, by the pressure to avoid instances of vowel hiatus
(McCarthy 1993). Having a sequence of two nonidentical vowels requires resetting of the articulators when moving

2

Yoruba data are presented in standard orthography as well as in a broad phonetic transcription. Relevant
orthographic conventions are as follows: H = [(], R = [2], Vn = nasalised vowel, V = [6], p = [NS], acute (  ) = H,
grave ( a ) = L, unmarked for tone = M.
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from one vowel to the immediately following vowel, an articulatory cost. Formally, I will represent this pressure as
follows: 3
(5) No-HIATUS: Within a foot, and in two adjacent feet, it is illformed to have two adjacent vowels linked to different
sets of features.
HETEROPODIC
TAUTOPODIC
NO-HIATUS
and NO-HIATUS

For reasons to be discussed below, I restrict the scope of hiatus avoidance to two foot-based domains: (i) footinternally, (ii) between two adjacent feet.
Assuming that a VCV noun constitutes a foot (Ola 1995), NO-HIATUS (Heteropodic) is violated by the forms
in (1) and (2) that have not undergone assimilation. The problem remains, however, of determining whether the
assimilation motivated by NO-HIATUS is progressive or regressive. I propose that two factors combine to determine
the direction of assimilation. First, regressive assimilation is the generally preferred option due a constraint requiring
left-edge anchoring. Second, retention of nonhigh vowels over high vowels is preferred for reasons to do with
sonority.
Consider first the role of anchoring. To avoid hiatus, one vowel’s domain is extended and another vowel is
deleted. Deletion causes a disruption in correspondence at one edge of a morpheme or the other. Building on work by
Prince & Smolensky (1993) and McCarthy & Prince (1993, 1995) on alignment, and supporting independent work
by Blake (1998) on St’at’imcets, I argue that the optimal output must respect correspondence at the left edge of the
morpheme. Consider the case of >RZR HNSR@.
(6) Sequences of nonhigh vowels

/RZR HNSR/

a.
b.
c.

&

[RZR HNSR]
[RZR RNSR]
[RZH HNSR]

NO-HIATUS
*!

ANCHORL

ANCHORR

*!
*

If the [e] of [ekpo] deletes, then left-edge correspondence is disrupted (6b). If the final [o] of [owo] deletes, then
right-edge correspondence is disrupted (6c). By ranking left-edge correspondence above right-edge correspondence,
the observed surface form is achieved.
Anchoring is defined in (7). For general discussion, see McCarthy & Prince (1995).

3

For various reasons, an account of hiatus avoidance relying on syllable well-formedness constraints such as ONSET
is not a straightforward solution here (see, for example, Rosenthall 1994, Lamontagne & Rosenthall 1996, Casali
1996). Consider the structure of such an account. If a CVi.Vj sequence consists of two syllables, then the second
syllable has no onset, an apparent violation of ONSET (Prince & Smolensky 1993, etc.). If the two vowels are
combined into a single syllable, CViVi, then the ONSET violation is resolved. Such an analysis of Yoruba is
problematic on two counts. First, Ola (1995) produces compelling evidence that the initial V in a canonical VCV
noun is not part of a full syllable; crucially for Ola, there is no syllable, just a nuclear mora, hence there is no ONSET
violation. Second, Ola argues that Yoruba nouns are subject to an unviolated minimality condition which requires
that every noun contain a foot, where a foot contains at least two moras and one (onsetful) syllable. If a
[VCV][VCV] sequence is syllabified as V.CVV.CV, then it is not clear how such minimality requirements could be
satisfied: [V.CVV] and [CVV.CV] would constitute well-formed feet, but the remainder would not – and yet both
parts are nouns, hence subject to noun minimality. Note in addition that there is no clear evidence in Yoruba for long
vowels, nor for bimoraic syllables in general. The only possible cases of long vowels derive either from
heteromorphemic vowel contact situations, or from intervocalic consonant deletion. Moreover, in such cases, the
sequences of vowels that result are not restricted to two moras. Hence if vowel sequences are considered single
syllables, then monomoraic, bimoraic, and trimoraic syllables would need to be envisioned.
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(7) ANCHORL: Any element at the left edge of a morpheme in the input has a correspondent at the left edge of the
morpheme in the output.
ANCHORR: Any element at the right edge of a morpheme in the input has a correspondent at the right edge of the
morpheme in the output.
A couple of observations are relevant concerning anchoring. First, McCarthy and Prince (1995) make the point that a
minimally stipulative analysis of reduplication ought to utilise for reduplication the same class of constraints as
motivated elsewhere for nonreduplicative phenomena. Depending on whether “anchoring” can be successfully
equated with “alignment”, anchoring has been a potential problem in this regard in that its motivation appeared to be
solely within the realm of reduplication. The suggestion made here is that anchoring does indeed play a general role,
governing both reduplicative and nonreduplicative patterns. By providing instances of the crucial use of
nonreduplicative anchoring, the use of anchoring in reduplication is supported. Second, I speculate that ANCHORL is
harmonically ranked above ANCHORR. 4 For on-line processing, it is important to be able to locate stems in order to
access lexical items. Frequently, indeed typically, lexical access is achieved prior to arrival at the right edge of a
lexical item. As such, disruption at the left edge of a form will inhibit lexical access, whereas disruption at the right
edge will in many cases have no serious effect since lexical access has already been achieved. For relevant
discussion, see Cutler, Hawkins & Gilligan (1985), Hall (1992). For the remainder of this paper, ANCHORL will be
included in relevant tableaux, while ANCHORR will be excluded since it is not ranked highly enough to play a crucial
role in the phenomena under consideration.5
The constraint grammar considered so far would systematically result in regressive assimilation. While this
is indeed the general case, it is also necessary to derive the instances involving [i] where progressive assimilation is
attested—the cases that motivated an underspecified approach to vowel asymmetries. The basic proposal made here
is to distinguish between the intrinsic sonority of different vowels, where [i] is assumed to be the least sonorous
vowel.6 Specifically, two featural dimensions are crucial in understanding sonority-based differences in Yoruba,
namely the front-back dimension and the high-nonhigh dimension. Assuming that nonhigh vowels are more
sonorous than high vowels, and that back vowels are more sonorous than front vowels, these two dimensions define
four sonority classes (cf. Prince & Smolensky 1993). Three of the four play a role in Yoruba.

4

Casali (1996) makes a related proposal, arguing that positional faithfulness to initial position universally outranks
general faithfulness. Since deletion of a morpheme-initial vowel would cause a violation of such positionally
restricted faithfulness while deletion of a morpheme-final vowel would not, retention of V2 over V1 is observed in a
V1##V2 sequence.
5

Lamontagne & Rosenthall (1996) discuss the general preference for retention of V2 over V1 in V1##V2 sequences,
and argue that the preferential retention of V2 derives principally from constraints on contiguity. In particular,
‘juncture contiguity’ requires that two segments that are adjacent in the input be adjacent in the output when they
abut across a syllable boundary. Relating to input /owo ekpo/, a candidate such as [o.woo.kpo] violates juncture
contiguity while [o.wee.kpo] satisfies it. Whatever its general merits, such an account does not give the desired
results for Yoruba. First, such an account depends on motivating deletion/merger/coalescence by syllable
well-formedness constraints. This is problematical in Yoruba; see footnote 3. Second, such an account does not
account for morpheme-internal cases such as /agogo/ ~ [aago] seen in section §0. Junctural integrity would be
violated by the actually occurring surface form [aa.go] but would be satisfied by the nonoccurring *[oo.go]. As a
general point, note that the junctural contiguity proposal predicts a distinction between deletion/merger/coalescence
in open vs. closed syllables. With an input like /te abo/ where V2 is open, deletion should optimally result in [ta.bo] if
junctural contiguity is highly ranked: [te.bo] violates junctural contiguity, [ta.bo] does not. In contrast, if V2 is part of
a closed syllable, then junctural contiguity is irrelevant. For an input like /te ambo/, both [tem.bo] and [tam.bo]
respect junctural contiguity. The choice between the two would therefore default to other constraints, which
Lamontagne and Rosenthall show would favour V1 retention. Hence it would be possible for the input /te abo/ to
result in [ta.bo] but /te ambo/ to result in [tem.bo].
6

At a presentation of a much earlier version of this paper, Armin Mester suggested to me that I try replacing
structural underspecification with reference to sonority differences. To a significant extent, the current state of this
paper represents my attempt to do just that.
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(8) Sonority
NONHI
BACK
a, o, 2

NONHI
FRONT
e, (
A

HI
BACK
u
B

HI
FRONT
i
C

Rather than evaluating nuclei as having a particular harmonic value dependent on their sonority (Prince &
Smolensky 1993), I will evaluate sonority through the medium of faithfulness. The reasons from Yoruba for this
interpretation are discussed in section 3 below; for general discussion, see Pulleyblank (1998). The basic idea is as
follows. When an input contains some feature F, faithfulness to F depends on F’s intrinsic sonority: deletion or
modification of a more sonorous element is evaluated as a more costly violation than deletion or modification of a
less sonorous element. That is, the scale in (8) is interpreted in terms of a harmonic set of feature-based7 MAX
constraints:8
(9) Sonority through faithfulness
a. Constraint set:
MAXNONHIBK:
MAXNONHIFR:
MAXHIBK:
MAXHIFR:
b. Harmonic ranking:

Every NONHI BACK element of the input has a correspondent in the output.
Every NONHI FRONT element of the input has a correspondent in the output.
Every HI BK element of the input has a correspondent in the output.
Every HI FR element of the input has a correspondent in the output.
MAXNONHIBK, MAXNONHIFR >> MAXHIBACK >> MAXHIFRONT

These faithfulness constraints must be ranked below NO-HIATUS in order for assimilation not to be blocked
in a case like >RZR HNSR]:
(10) Sequences of nonhigh vowels, including faithfulness
NO-HIATUS

/RZR HNSR/

a.
b.
c.

&

[RZR HNSR]
[RZR RNSR]
[RZH HNSR]

MAX
NONHI

MAX
HIBACK

ANCHOR

MAX
HIFRONT

*!
*
*

*!

To achieve the desired asymmetry with respect to the high front vowel, it is necessary to rank MAXNONHI
above ANCHOR and MAXHIFRONT. This ranking ensures that *[LOL L6(] (11c) is ruled out in favour of the correct
[LOH H6(] (11b).
(11) Vowel sequences where V2 is high
NO-HIATUS

/LOH L6(/

a.
b.
c.

&

[LOH L6(]
[LOH H6(]
[LOL L6(]

MAX
NONHI

MAX
HIBACK

ANCHOR

MAX
HIFRONT

*

*

*!
*!

Similarly, it is important that MAXHIBACK be ranked above ANCHOR and MAXHIFRONT. This can be seen from a
case like (12) where retention of [u] forces a violation of anchoring.

7

For the relativisation of MAX and DEP to feature-sized units rather than to segments, see McCarthy & Prince
(1995), Lombardi (1995, 1998), Pulleyblank (1996, 1998), Myers (to appear), etc.

8

In similar fashion, a sonority-based DEP scale evaluates insertion gradiently, with the insertion of more sonorous
material constituting a more significant violation than the insertion of less sonorous material. Hence epenthesis of [i]
is predicted by the same scale that predicts the deletability of [i].
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(12) Vowel sequences where V1 and V2 are high
NO-HIATUS

/(UX LJL/

a.
b.
c.

&

[HUX LJL]
[HUX XJL]
[HUL LJL]

MAX
NONHI

MAX
HIBACK

ANCHOR

MAX
HIFRONT

*

*

*!
*!

This analysis makes one prediction that cannot be tested in Standard Yoruba. Because MAXNONHI is
ranked above MAXHIBACK, the analysis predicts that a mid or low vowel would be retained at the expense of a high
back vowel, without regard to anchoring. Hence a sequence like …u][e…and a sequence like …e][u…are both
predicted to surface as …e][e…. Unfortunately, this prediction cannot be tested in Standard Yoruba because there is
a general constraint prohibiting the occurrence of u-initial nouns. There are dialects, however, where u-initial nouns
do occur; for discussion, see section §5.
In conclusion, let us compare the three accounts of vocalic asymmetries in V V assimilation. The fully
specified rule-based account presents a solution that is essentially ad hoc. There is no particular reason for there to be
two rules rather than one, or none, or three. In addition, there is no principled reason for the imposition of the height
condition on progressive assimilation. In the underspecified account, there is similarly no reason for why
assimilation comes in a regressive/progressive pair. There is, however, a possible explanation for why progressive
spread applies only to [i]: since progressive spread applies after regressive spread, it can only affect sequences where
regressive spread is inapplicable, with inapplicability defined by structural properties of the vowel [i]. Finally, the
optimality theoretic account attempts to build motivation for assimilation directly into the constraint set posited.
Hiatus avoidance plays a direct role in triggering assimilation, with the direction of assimilation determined by the
interaction of anchoring with sonority effects.
While all three accounts are descriptively adequate, it will be argued in the following sections that only the
optimality theoretic account explains the range of vocalic behaviour attested in Yoruba.

3 Consonant deletion and progressive assimilation
Whereas phrase-level V V sequences give rise to regressive assimilation, as just seen, V V sequences derived by the
deletion of an intervocalic consonant give rise to progressive assimilation. Consider data such as those in (13).
(13) Progressive Root Spread
DJRJR
a.
[DJRJR]
RWXWXa
[RWXWX]
HaVXVX
[HVXVX]
HJXQJXQ
>HJXJX@
b.
RJXaQJXaQ
>RJXJX@
RaNDQNDQ
>2aNDND@

DDJR
RRWXa
HaHVX
HHJXQ
RRaJXaQ
RaRNDQ

[DDJR]
[RRWX]
[HHVX]
>HHJX@
>RRJX@
>2a2aND@

‘EHOO’
‘FKLOO’
‘WUDGLWLRQDO IRUP RI EDQNLQJ’
‘ERQH’
‘PHGLFDPHQW’
‘RSHQ YLHZ’

The examples in (13a) illustrate consonant deletion between two oral vowels, while the examples in (13b) illustrate
consonant deletion between an oral and a nasalised vowel. Consonant deletion itself is optional, depending on factors
such as dialect and speech rate. Whenever consonant deletion takes place, however, then progressive assimilation is
obligatory. For example, [DJRJR] alternates with [DDJR] (*[DRJR]/*[RRJR]) and [2aNDND] alternates with [2a2aND]
(*[2aDND]/*[DaDaND]/ *[DaD»ND]/ *[D»D»ND]).
Within rule-based accounts, such data are potentially problematic. A rule would need to be postulated that
would spread a Root Node from left to right. The rule would need to refer to the Root Node because of the rule’s
effect on nasalised vowels: if the rule targeted the Place Node, assimilating only place features, then the target vowel
would incorrectly retain its nasality in examples such as (13b). At issue is whether such a left-to-right rule could be
collapsed with the previous rule of progressive assimilation.
Within a fully-specified account, the two rules could not be collapsed. As seen in the last section,
progressive assimilation across word boundaries targets only the class of high vowels. In contrast, the word-internal
progressive assimilation targets vowels of any height. Given the differing conditions, the two rules could not be
collapsed. The result, therefore, is that the data in (13) require the postulation of an additional rule.
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Within an underspecified account, the situation is potentially different. Across word boundaries, progressive
assimilation applies only to the residue of cases where regressive assimilation cannot apply, crucially motivating an
order of application where regressive assimilation applies before progressive assimilation. Since consonant deletion
feeds progressive assimilation, not regressive, the correct results could be achieved by crucially ordering consonantdeletion after regressive assimilation, but before progressive assimilation:
(14) Rule ordering
/DJRJR/
n/a
DRJR
DDJR
[DDJR]

Regressive Assimilation
Consonant Deletion
Progressive Assimilation

For a rule-based account, rule ordering is crucial if the two instances of progessive assimilation are to be analysed as
instances of the same rule.
In the optimality theoretic account, the analysis proposed above for phrasal assimilation produces correct
results in the consonant-deletion cases without any modifications. Consider the representative tableau in (15).9
(15) Consonant deletion (abstracting away from the constraint whose effect is consonant deletion itself)
NOMAX
MAX
ANCHOR
MAX
NONHI
HIBACK
HIFRONT
HIATUS
a.
[DRJR]
*!
*
/DJRJR/
[DDJR]
b.
c.
[RRJR]
*
*!

&

The prohibition on nonidentical vowel sequences (NO-HIATUS) rules out *DRJR (15a). Since both DDJR (15b) and
*RRJR (15c) violate MAXNONHI, the choice between the two defaults to a lower ranked constraint, specifically
ANCHOR. Of interest in this account is that ANCHOR produces a surface effect here that is exactly the opposite to that
seen previously. Recall that left-edge anchoring is highly ranked in Yoruba. In the phrasal cases, this means that
ANCHOR protects V2 in a V1][V2 sequence; in the consonant deletion cases, however, reference to a left-edge means
that ANCHOR protects V1 in a [V1V2 sequence. Exactly the same constraint, therefore, is responsible for the regressive
assimilation phrasally and the progressive assimilation word-internally.
To conclude this discussion of assimilation induced by consonant deletion, I compare the three accounts. A
rule-based account without underspecification is clearly undesirable in that it requires the postulation of a new rule
for this class of cases, namely a rule of progressive assimilation without the [+high] condition seen phrasally. This is
clearly an ad hoc solution to this class of cases. By including underspecification, a derivational account need not
necessarily postulate a new rule, although it must invoke rule-ordering in a crucial fashion. Finally, the optimality
theoretic account motivated earlier is entirely adequate for this class of cases without modification or enrichment.

4 Distributive reduplication
Assimilation between two vowels can be observed in an additional class of cases, namely cases of distributive
reduplication (Akinlabi 1984, Folarin 1987, Pulleyblank 1988, Ola 1995).

9

The issue of how to account for the consonant deletion itself, while interesting, is orthogonal to the issue of vowel
assimilation and will not be addressed here.
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(16) Distributive Reduplication
RVXa
a.
[R6Xa]
DOH
[DO(]
RUÞ
[RUÞ]
RMXPR
b.
[RÑXP2¼]
RGXQ
>2GX¼@
ÞaWDaGRJXQ
c.
[ÞaWDaGRJX¼]
ÞaJEH
[ÞaJE(]

RVRRVXa
DODDOH
RURRUÞ
RMRRMXPR
RGRRGXQ
ÞaWÞaÞaWDaGRJXQ
ÞaJEÞaÞaJEH

[R6RR6Xa]
[DODDO(]
[RURRUÞ]
[RÑRRÑXP2¼]
>2G22GX¼@
[ÞaWÞaÞaWDaGRJX¼]
[ÞaJEÞaÞaJE(]

‘month; every month’
‘night; every night’
‘head; every head’
‘day; every day’
‘year; every year’
‘15th day; every 15th day’
‘forest; every forest’

“Perfect” reduplication (ignoring tone) would result in a form like *ÞaJE(aÞaJE(. The operation of assimilation on such
a reduplicated form would then derive the correct surface form ÞaJEÞaÞaJE(.
These cases are interesting and problematic in that rule-based accounts would be forced to posit a new rule
of regressive assimilation, whether or not underspecification is assumed. Compare the forms in (16a) and (16c). Of
interest is the fact that high vowels in this reduplicative context behave in a manner that is fully comparable to the
nonhigh vowels: there is no asymmetry. In the phrasal instances of regressive assimilation, nonhigh vowels trigger
regressive assimilation while high vowels do not; in these reduplicative cases, both nonhigh and high vowels trigger
assimilation. Because of this difference in the behaviour of high vowels, derivational accounts are forced to adopt
special rules for the reduplicative context (see Pulleyblank 1988).
In marked contrast, the optimality account presented here does not need to posit any additional constraints
other than the reduplicative constraints themselves. Assuming a basic correspondence approach to reduplication
(McCarthy & Prince 1995), and assuming the analysis of distributive reduplication as foot-based (Ola 1995),
reduplication is analysed as resulting from the ranking of a constraint requiring that the reduplicant be a foot
(RED=FOOT: The reduplicant is a foot)10 above constraints requiring correspondence between the base and the
reduplicant (MAX-BR: Every segment of the base has a correspondent in the reduplicant & DEP-BR: Every segment
of the reduplicant has a correspondent in the base). Together, these constraints would derive VCV reduplication,
with perfect correspondence between base and reduplicant. [Feet in (17) are indicated by parentheses; the reduplicant
is indicated in boldface; the base is delimited by square brackets.]
(17) Reduplicative constraints isolated from assimilatory effects
RED=FOOT
(i)
/RED+RÑXP2/

(ii)
/RED+LJE(/

a. best reduplicant
b.
c.
d.
a. best reduplicant
b.
c.
d.

(RÑX)[(RÑX)(P2)]
(RÑX)(P2)[(RÑX)(P2)]
(RÑR)[(RÑX)(P2)]
(RÑX)[(XÑX)(P2)]
(LJE()[(LJE()]
LJE[(LJE()]
(LJEL)[(LJE()]
(LJE()[((JE()]

MAX-BR
**

DEP-BR

***!
***!

*!
*!

*
*!
*!

*!
*!

*!

*!

The preference for partial over complete reduplication with an example like RÑRRÑXP2¼ shows that RED=FOOT must
outrank the reduplicative faithfulness constraints. That is, a candidate like RÑRRÑXP2¼ is preferred to a candidate such
as *RÑXP2RÑXP2 (or its assimilated counterpart *RÑXPRRÑXP2). As to the relative ranking of MAX-BR and DEP-BR,
either ranking is possible: the two constraints are not crucially ranked with respect to each other.
To incorporate the analysis of reduplication into the overall analysis, it is necessary to incorporate the
reduplicative constraints into a general constraint ranking. That is, the set {NO-HIATUS >> MAXNONHI >>
MAXHIBK >> ANCHOR >> MAXHIFR} must be combined with the set {RED=FOOT >> MAX-BR, DEP-BR}. There
are various ways in which these sub-rankings could be combined. It would be possible, for example, to rank
reduplicative correspondence above the NO-HIATUS constraint thereby deriving precisely the forms given in (17).
The facts indicate, however, that the constraints on vowel sequences are operative in Yoruba even in reduplicative

Although I have phrased the size delimiter as RED=FOOT, following Ola (1995), an analysis in terms of
generalised templates (see McCarthy & Prince to appear and references therein) would be possible.

10
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contexts. This can be achieved by ranking MAX-BR and DEP-BR below the four constraints governing well-formed
vowel sequences:
(18) Bringing together the reduplicative constraints and the vowel sequence constraints
MAXNONHI >>
MAXHIBK >> ANCHOR >>
MAXHIFR
NO-HIATUS >>
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
MAXNONHI
MAXHIBK
ANCHOR
MAXHIFR
NO-HIATUS
RED=FT
MAX-BR, DEP-BR
⇑
⇑
RED=FT
>>
MAX-BR, DEP-BR
The combination of these constraints correctly derives the surface forms of the distributive. Given the high
ranking of RED=FT in both the specifically reduplicative sub-tableau of (17) and the combined tableau of (19), I
consider only candidates where the reduplicant is a well-formed foot:
(19) Combination of reduplicative constraints with vocalic constraints: the vowel-vowel effects
RED
MAX
MAX ANCH MAX
NOBR
HIATUS =FT NONHI HIBK
(i)
a.
(RÑX)[(RÑX)(P2)]
*!
**
***
/RED+RÑXP2/
(
RÑR
)[(
RÑX
)(
P2
)]
b.
c.
(RÑX)[(XÑX)(P2)]
*!
*
***
(ii)
a.
*!
(LJE()[(LJE()]
*
/RED+LJE(/
(LJEL)[(LJE()]
b.
c.
(LJE()[((JE()]
*!
*

&
&

DEP
BR

MAX
HIFR

*
*
*
*

*

Highly ranked NO-HIATUS is violated if the reduplicant ends in a vowel that is nonidentical to the initial vowel of the
base. This excludes (19ia,iia), the candidates that would be reduplicatively perfect. The constraints on vowel
sequences then come into play. Highest ranked are the faithfulness constraints governing retention of the most
sonorous vowels. In (19ic), it is the violation of MAXNONHI that excludes *RÑXXÑXP2, with the result that RÑRRÑXP2
(19ib) is optimal.
Why, we might ask, does MAXNONHI not similarly exclude (19iib), resulting in (19iic) being analysed as
optimal? The answer lies in a careful assessment of how a violation of MAXNONHI is accrued. For reasons of
label-length, MAXNONHI, MAXHIBK and MAXHIFR have not been labeled in this paper as “MAX-IO NONHI”,
“MAX-IO HIBK” and “MAX-IO HIFR”. Nevertheless, the three constraints are constraints on input-output
correspondence, as defined in (9). As such, they govern the retention of segments in the base, but they are irrelevant
as far as segments in the reduplicant are concerned.
(20) Correspondence relations
R E D + > L JE ( @
In p ut-O u tp u t co rresp on d en c e
> L JE L @ > L JE ( @
R ed u p lica n t-B ase co rresp o n d en ce
A candidate like *RÑXXÑXP2 (19ic) violates MAXNONHI since a mid vowel in the base is lost, while the optimal
candidate ÞaJEÞaÞaJE( (19iib) does not incur a similar violation since the base vowels are faithfully retained. Indeed, the
particular V V sequence observed in these reduplicative forms always prefers the output that is fully faithful to the
base, respecting both MAX and ANCHORL.
In summary, we see that the analysis of distributive reduplication in terms of correspondence automatically
derives the symmetrical behaviour of high and nonhigh vowels. To account for reduplication minimally requires the
inclusion of reduplicative constraints in the set of constraints under examination. By ranking the base-reduplicant
correspondence constraints below the sonority constraints and the anchoring constraint, correct surface forms are
obtained. Of descriptive interest is the fact that the same constraints that treat high and nonhigh vowels
asymmetrically when both vowel heights are underlying, now treat them symmetrically. Unlike the optimality
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theoretic analysis, derivational analyses of Yoruba are forced to posit special assimilation rules for the reduplicative
cases.

5 Dialects with u-initial words
As noted in section §1, Standard Yoruba does not allow nouns to begin with [u-]. This unfortunately makes it
impossible to test analytic predictions regarding the behaviour of …V][u… sequences. In certain dialects, however,
the prohibition on u-initial words does not hold. We consider such cases in this section, examining the predictions
made by derivational analyses with and without underspecification, and by the constraint-based analysis presented
here. Specifically, we examine the dialect of Ekiti (Adeniyi 1988, Omisore 1989). A background assumption is that
the only relevant distinction between Ekiti and Standard Yoruba is whether u-initial forms are allowed (Ekiti) or
prohibited (Standard Yoruba). It will be shown that making this assumption, the constraint-based analysis presented
here makes exactly the correct predictions for u-initial forms in Ekiti, while both derivational analyses make
incorrect predictions.11
For sequences not involving u-initial nouns, all three analyses make identical predictions. Such sequences
have been discussed above, and will be summarised here very briefly. Consider cases where the second vowel in a
…V1][V2… is nonhigh. In both fully specified and underspecified derivational analyses, Regressive Spread will apply
in such cases, deriving a surface result …V2][V2…; in the constraint-based analysis, anchoring will enforce the
retention of V2 whether V1 is equally sonorous or less sonorous than V2. Where V2 is the high front vowel [i], the
three analyses again make comparable predictions. Progressive Spread will apply in both derivational accounts
deriving …V1][V1…; in the optimality theoretic account, MAXNONHI and MAXHIBK will similarly force the
retention of V1, even at the cost of violating ANCHORL.
These patterns constitute the control case. If the grammar of Ekiti is fully comparable to Standard Yoruba in
its treatment of …V][V… sequences, then these sequences should behave in the same way in the two dialects—and
this is indeed the case. The relevant patterns are summarised in the following schematic table, where E = any
nonhigh vowel, I = any high front vowel, and U = any high back vowel.12
(21) Summary where nouns are not u-initial
E][I
E1][E2
Fully specified:
E2][E2
E][E
Underspecification: E2][E2
E][E
Optimality Theory:
E2][E2
E][E
Ekiti data:
E2][E2
E][E

I][E
E][E
E][E
E][E
E][E

U][E
E][E
E][E
E][E
E][E

U][I
U][U
U][U
U][U
U][U

Data exemplifying the Ekiti patterns are given in (22).

11

This does not mean that derivational analyses cannot in one way or another account for the data observed in uinitial dialects. It does mean, however, that the behaviour with u-initial forms is unexpected, and must be accounted
for by the postulation of special ad hoc rules.
12

The u-initial dialects under consideration also exhibit harmonic variation in the high vowels, unlike Standard
Yoruba. As a result, there are two high front vowels [L, ,] and two high back vowels [X, 8]. Advanced and retracted
high vowels behave the same way with respect to vowel assimilation.
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(22) Ekiti patterns that are comparable to Standard Yoruba
a. V2 retained: the general pattern
>XOH RaG=R@
>XORRaG=R@
...NONHI] [NONHI...
>DaED (JE(@
>DaE((JE(@
>2G=Da 2ED@
>2G=2a2ED@
>RPÞ (UD@
>RP((UD@
...HI FRONT] [NONHI...
>ÞaOX 2aZ2a@
>ÞaO22aZ2a@
...HI BACK] [NONHI...
b. V1 retained: V1 = high back; V2 = high front
>HR LJL@
>HRRJL@
...NONHI] [HI FRONT...
>(U88»JEÞ¼@
...HI BACK] [HI FRONT... >(U8 ÞaJEÞ¼@

‘house of Ojo’
‘father of club/patron’
‘market of king’
‘water of meat’
‘a town’13
‘money for wood’
‘mouth of snail’14

As these data illustrate, the basic pattern in Ekiti is comparable to that of Standard Yoruba, with the high
front vowel behaving in an asymmetric pattern. Of interest are the cases where the second noun begins with [u-].
These cases turn out to be particularly interesting because the three analyses under discussion each make different
predictions concerning such cases. There are two configurations of interest. In the first, a noun ending in a nonhigh
vowel is followed by a noun that is u-initial; in the second, a noun ending in a high front vowel is followed by a noun
that is u-initial. The predictions for such cases are schematised in (23)
(23) Predictions where the second noun is u-initial
E][U
I][U
Fully specified:
E][E
I][I
Underspecification:
U][U
U][U
Optimality Theory:
E][E
U][U
Ekiti data:
E][E
U][U
In a fully specified account, Progressive Spread (3) is the first rule to apply and it targets high vowels. In
any configuration where a high back vowel follows another vowel, therefore, the initial [u-] should undergo left-toright assimilation (E][E & I][I). In contrast, the underspecified account applies Regressive Spread first. Since any
vowel with specifications triggers Regressive Spread, the initial [u-] should trigger the rule, deriving a surface rightto-left pattern—the opposite result to the fully specified account (U][U in both cases). Finally, the optimality
theoretic account should produce a result comparable to the fully specified derivation approach in one case and to the
underspecified approach in the other. Consider each case.
With an input /…E][U…/, MAXNONHI militates in favour of retention (and therefore spreading) of the
nonhigh vowel, while MAXHIBK and ANCHORL militate in favour of retention (ane therefore spreading) of the
second vowel. Since MAXNONHI outranks the other two constraints, progressive assimilation is predicted: E][E.
With an input /…I][U…/, exactly the opposite pattern results. Since there are no nonhigh vowels, the
constraint evaluation moves down the ranking to MAXHIBK, ANCHORL and MAXHIFR. The two highest constraints
(MAXHIBK & ANCHORL) both favour retention of the high back vowel, resulting in the optimal surface form: U][U.
As can be seen from the final row of (23), it is the pattern predicted by the optimality theoretic analysis that
is actually attested. Illustrative data from Ekiti (Adeniyi 1988, Omisore 1989) are presented in (24).

13

Although not indicated in Omisore’s (1989) transcription, this form presumably also undergoes glide deletion:
[ÞaOX 2a2a@/[ÞaO2 2a2a]. See Omisore (1989) for discussion.
The effect of tongue root harmony was not indicated in the form for ‘mouth’ (>(U8@) at the place where ‘mouth of
snail’ was presented in Omisore (1989), although the fact that the final vowel of >(U8@ is retracted is clearly indicated
in Omisore’s discussion of vowel harmony. I assume that this was a typographical error and have represented ‘mouth
of snail’ accordingly.

14
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(24) Ekiti
a. V2 retained: the general pattern
>XOH 86(@
>XOHH6(@
...NONHI] [HI BACK...
b. V1 retained: V1 = high back; V2 = high front
>HWX XOH @
...HI FRONT] [HI BACK... >HWÞ XOH@

‘place of work’
‘near house’

Sample tableaux are presented in (25).
(25) Phrasal vowel sequences in Ekiti

(i) /XOH

/

86(

&

&

(ii) /HR LJL/

(iii) /HWL

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.

/

XOH

(iv) /(U8 LJEÞ/

&
&

[XOH 86(]
[XOH H6(]
[XO8 86(]
[HR LJL]
[HR RJL]
[HL LJL]
[HWL XOH]
[HWL LOH]
[HWX XOH]
[(U8 LJEÞ]
[(U8 8JEÞ]
[(UL LJEÞ]

NO-HIATUS
HETEROPODIC
*!

MAX
NONHI

MAX
HIBACK

ANCHOR

*

*

*

*

*!

*

MAX
HIFRONT

*!
*!
*!
*!
*
*!
*

*

*!

While it is clearly possible to engineer accounts for Ekiti within rule-based theories, the point of interest
here is that exactly the analysis proposed for Standard Yoruba within Optimality Theory accounts for Ekiti as well.
The sole difference of consequence between the two varieties is whether u-initial nouns are permitted (Ekiti) or not
(Standard Yoruba).15 In particular, sequences like [(UXa LJL]/[(UXaXJL] ‘bundle of wood’ in Standard Yoruba
demonstrate crucially that faithfulness to the more sonorous [u] takes precedence over faithfulness to the less
sonorous [i] (see the tableau in (12)). For the relevant Ekiti sequence where an i-final noun precedes an u-initial
noun, e.g. >HWÞ XOH]/ >HWXXOH@ ‘near house’, the same harmonic ranking of sonority-based faithfulness results in the
retention of [u] in V2 position.

6 r-Deletion
In this section, a pattern is discussed that constitutes a serious problem for the underspecified analysis of Yoruba. As
mentioned in the introduction, such a case appear to be inconsistent with the underspecified approach to asymmetric
behaviour, and yet crucially treats the vowel [i] in an asymmetric way. Hence while calling for a revision of the
underspecified approach to Yoruba vowels, these data do not suggest a symmetrical treatment.
Oyelaran (1971) and Akinlabi (1993) discuss a process whereby the consonant /r/ deletes in Standard
Yoruba. Two contexts for deletion are identified. First, r-deletion takes place between two identical vowels:

15

There is another relevant difference. In Standard Yoruba, hiatus is disallowed both within feet and across feet (see
(0)). In Ekiti, the situation is more subtle. It appears to be the case that the prohibition on hiatus between feet
outranks MAXNONHI which in turn outranks the prohibition on foot-internal hiatus: HETEROPODIC NOHIATUS >> MAXNONHI >> TAUTOPODIC NO-HIATUS. This ranking rules out a sequence of nonhigh vowels in an
example like >XOH RaG=R]/ >XORRaG=R@ ‘house of Ojo’, but tolerates it in a word- and foot-internal case like >HR@
‘money’.
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(26) r-deletion between identical vowels
NDDa NLUL
NDDa NLL
a.
DNLULER WR

b.
F

G

H

‘all about’
‘unsplit kolanut’
‘nettle’
‘edible frog’
‘cheek’
‘of flowing gown’
‘epilepsy’
‘a slap’
‘a well-to-do gentleman’
‘key’
‘wooden stick for stirring food’
‘insect’
‘cooked ground white beans’
‘space’

DNLLER WR

ZHaUHaSHa

ZHaHaSHa

DaNHa UH

DaNHa H

HaUHaNH

HaHaNH

JED JHUH

JED JH H

ZDUDSD

ZDDSD

DaEDa UD

DaEDa D

ERaURa  NÞa QQÞ

ERaRa NÞa QQÞ

NRNR UR

NRNR R

I

RUR JXa Q

RR JXa Q

NRaNRa URa

NRaNRa Ra

J

HaNXUX

HaNXX

RaIXUXIX

RaIXXIX

Second, r-deletion takes place adjacent to a high vowel (preceding or following):
(27) r-deletion before or after high vowels in Standard Yoruba
RaUÞa V Da
RaRaVDa
a.
‘god’
RUÞ NÞa
RRNÞa
‘(praise) name’
VLUH
VLH
‘play’
DGÞa UH
DGÞa H
‘chicken’
RaUXa ND
RaRaND
b.
‘ring’
GDUX NR
GDD NR
‘to name’
Ra JXa URa
Ra JXa Ra
‘bamboo-wine’
DaGX UDa
DaGX Da
‘prayer’
RUX QNX Q
RRNX Q
c.
‘knee’
R OR UXQ
R OR XQ
‘God’
Note that the high vowel may be oral, as in (27a,b), or nasalised, as in (27c) (recall that orthographic Vn indicates
nasalisation).
Deletion does not take place when /r/ is flanked by two nonidentical nonhigh vowels:
(28) r-deletion inapplicable between nonidentical nonhigh vowels
RGD UR
*RGDR / *RGDD / *RGRR
RaUD\Ha
*RaD\Ha / *RaR\Ha / *DaD\Ha

‘dyer’
‘fool’

Akinlabi (1993) proposes the following rule to account for r-deletion, where the “a” clause represents
deletion between identical vowels and the “b” clause represents deletion adjacent to a high vowel:
(29) r-deletion

The crux of Akinlabi’s argument is that for the rule to make reference to [+high], this value needs to be
phonologically present—a compelling argument against the feature value’s underspecification. As discussed in
section §1, however, if the analysis of these cases simply invokes ad hoc reference to [+high], as in (29), then the
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observed featural asymmetry is at best described but not explained. Viewed from the perspective of Optimality
Theory, there are two problems. The first is to motivate r-deletion at all; the second is to distinguish between the
behaviour of high and nonhigh vowels. I consider these two problems in turn.
The problem of motivating r-deletion can be viewed from two perspectives. On the one hand, a prohibition
on /r/ can be overruled by the pressure of faithfulness for its retention (30a). Alternatively, general faithfulness to
input specifications of /r/ can be overruled by some prohibition on /r/ (30b) (see Prince & Smolensky 1993).
(30) Inventory effects: feature retention and loss
a. Retention: MAXIO[α] >> *α
b. Loss:
*α >> MAXIO[α]
Given the “retention” ranking, /r/ would be expected to appear in a consistent fashion—a widely attested pattern
cross-linguistically but not the pattern of Standard Yoruba. The deletion of /r/ in Standard Yoruba can be accounted
for by adopting a “loss” ranking: /r/ will be retained in a representation only if the “*α” constraint is inapplicable, or
if some higher ranked constraint forces a violation of “*α”.
What then is the appropriate “*α” constraint? To answer this question satisfactorily would require a general
examination of rhotics, along with their interaction with syllable structure, foot structure, and so on. For the purposes
of this paper, I will simply denote the relevant constraint as “*r”, and discuss briefly two ways in which such a
constraint could be motivated. One possibility is that this constraint is part of a family of constraints prohibiting
particular features and segments (see Prince & Smolensky 1993). One could assume that for every feature there is a
corresponding constraint prohibiting it. The justification for such a family might be articulatory, where segments
could be ranked along some scale based on articulatory effort; all non-null phonological segments are costly in that
they require some degree of articulatory effort, with the degree of effort correlating with the cost. A related
alternative would be to evaluate a segment by criteria comparing the cost of articulating a segment with the
perceptibility of the effort. That is, every segment involves some degree of effort, and results in a segment with some
degree of perceptibility. Segments could be ranked such that the best minimise effort and maximise perceptibility,
while the worst maximise effort and minimise perceptibility. A second, and related, possibility would be to relate
segmental prohibitions to sonority and syllable structure (see also Prince & Smolensky 1993). Following work such
as Clements (1988), one can identify the optimal onset as minimally sonorous and the optimal nucleus/coda as
maximally sonorous. This defines obstruents and nasals as the best segments at the left edge of a syllable, and vowels
and glides as the best segments at the right edge. Liquids, including /r/, are not particularly good onsets, nor are they
particularly good codas. In Yoruba, codas of any type are disallowed. Under this account, the impossibility of /r/ in
onset position could relate to its general poorness as an onset, due to its high level of intrinsic sonority.
Whatever its motivation and precise nature, by ranking the constraint against /r/ above faithfulness, the
grammar predicts that any underlyingly specified /r/ should be lost on the surface. That is, /r/ is prohibited from
occurring in Yoruba.16 Earlier, the issue was raised as to how to motivate the deletion of /r/; now the issue is
inverted, the problem being how to explain why /r/ ever surfaces at all. I suggest that three factors combine to force
the surface appearance of /r/, and in so doing explain the patterns of r-deletion presented in Oyelaran’s and
Akinlabi’s work.
First, whether or not /r/ is observed is a lexically idiosyncratic property. Some morphemes contain an /r/ in
their representation; others do not. The appearance of /r/ is not phonologically conditioned in the way that “intrusive
r” is in certain English dialects, for example.17 Hence /r/ is a part of some input forms and not others.
Second, vowel hiatus avoidance and sonority factors play a significant role in forcing the retention of /r/. In
the examination of distributive reduplication, it was necessary to integrate the sub-grammar for reduplication with
16

I do not address here the question of optionality. Whether r-deletion applies or not depends on factors of dialect
and speech style. While different dialects can be assigned different constraint rankings, interesting questions are
raised as to how to represent differences of register. One possibility is to analyse *r as actually involving two subconstraints, differentiated for register: [*r]CASUAL >> MAX-r >> *r. Given such a ranking, faithfulness would force the
retention of /r/ in non-casual contexts, but [*r]CASUAL would prohibit /r/ in a casual register. Abstracting away from the
issue of how to incorporate register, I represent [*r]CASUAL in the main text as *r.
17

See McCarthy (1993) for some recent discussion within a constraint-based theory.
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the sub-grammar governing vowel effects (see (18)). A similar integration is required here: *r and MAX-r must be
integrated into the overall grammar.18
(31) Bringing together the constraints on /r/ and the vowel sequence constraints
MAXNONHI
>>
MAXHIBK >> ANCHOR >>
NO-HIATUS >>
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
MAXNONHI
*r
MAXHIBK
ANCHOR
NO-HIATUS
⇑
*r

MAXHIFR
⇓
MAXHIFR
MAX-r
⇑
MAX-r

>>

Crucially, I suggest that *r is ranked in between MAXNONHI and MAXHIBK. This ranking derives the effect of
deletion adjacent to a high vowel, and prevents deletion between two mid vowels. Consider a case of each type. In
RaUÞaVDa: ‘god’ (27a), deletion of the /r/ combines with progressive assimilation to derive RaRaVDa. In contrast, r-deletion is
blocked with RaUD\Ha ‘fool’ (28).
(32) r-deletion in Standard Yoruba
NOHIATUS
(i)
/RaUÞa6Da/

(ii)
/RaUD\Ha/

a.
b.
c.
d.
a.
b.
c.
d.

&
&

[RUL6D@
[RL6D@
[RR6D@
[LL6D]
[RUD\H]
[RD\H]
[RR\H]
[DD\H]

MAX
NONHI

*r

MAX
HIBACK

ANCHOR

MAX
HIFRONT

MAX-r

*!
*!
*
*!

*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*!
*!
*!

Deletion of /r/ between identical vowels works in a similar fashion. Akinlabi (1993) motivates branching
structures for identical vowels over /r/.
(33) Vowel structures with /r/
PL PL PL PL

PL

PL

PL PL

R T R TR T R TR T R T

RT RT

C V C V C V

C V C V C V

[ Z Ha U Ha NS Ha ]

Æ

R TR T R T

[ Z Ha U Ha NS Ha ]

He argues that place specifications on /r/ are unnecessary given the consonant inventory of Yoruba, and he presents
evidence from loan-word incorporation that complete assimilation of vowels takes place over /r/ and nowhere else.
The reader is referred to Akinlabi (1993) for discussion and argumentation.
Of relevance to the account presented here is that the result of r-deletion does not violate the NO-HIATUS
constraint since the two moras share a single set of place specifications. As a consequence, r-deletion is optimal even
in cases where the abutting vowels are mid. Faithfulness to /r/ is outranked by the prohibition on /r/; faithfulness to
vocalic specifications is fully respected in the output. This is illustrated with the form for ‘nettle’: ZHaUHaSHa / ZHaHaSHa.

18

For reasons of expository simplicity only, I do not include the reduplicative constraints here.
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(34) r-deletion between identical vowels
NOHIATUS
/ZHaUHaSHa/

a.
b.

&

MAX
NONHI

*r

MAX
HIBACK

ANCHOR

MAX
HIFRONT

MAX-r

*!

[ZHUHSH@
[ZHHSH@

*

Minimality constraints play a role when the base is smaller that in (26) and (27). As Akinlabi (1993)
demonstrates, r-deletion is blocked in V-initial forms containing only two vowels. This is true whether the /r/ is
between two identical vowels or adjacent to a high vowel.
(35) Non-application of r-deletion between identical vowels
Þa UÞa
‘dew’
*ÞaÞa
HaUHa
*HaHa
‘profit’
HUHa
*HHa
‘mud’
DUD
‘body’
*DD
RaURa
*RaRa
‘speech/word’
RURa
*RRa
‘form of masquerade’
(36) Non-application of r-deletion before or after a high vowel
D
LUX
*LX
‘a type of seed’
LUH
‘good’
*LH
Þa UHa 
*ÞaHa
‘grasshopper’
LUDa
*LDa
‘swamp’
LUR 
‘lie’
*ÞR
Þa UR
*ÞaR
‘sound’
E
HaUÞ
*HaÞ
*HaH
‘evidence’
HUX
‘slave’
*HX
*HH
RUÞ
*RÞ
*RR
‘head’
RaUX
*RaX
*RaR
‘late night
RaUXQ
‘heaven’
*RaXQ
*RaR
Akinlabi addresses this pattern of non-application by means of a minimal VCV word constraint blocking
rule application from producing a *[VV] form. Such an account can be transparently incorporated into Optimality
Theory. The specific implementation I will assume follows Ola (1995). In a detailed examination of prosodic
phenomena in both Yoruba and a number of related languages, Ola argues for a minimality condition where all
Standard Yoruba words must contain a foot, and where every foot must contain at least one syllable with an onset.19

19

There are a number of additional issues involving minimality, foot structure, and so on that are not addressed here.
For example, r-deletion between the first and second vowels of a word results in a form with a long vowel of
uniform quality: RaUÞaVDa / RaRaVDa ‘god’. When r-deletion occurs between two non-initial vowels, however, there is no
assimilation: RaJXaURa / RaJXaRa ‘bamboo-wine’. I assume that this difference is due to several interacting factors. First,
the prosodic structure is different in the two cases. As discussed by Ola (1995), there is a strong preference in
Standard Yoruba for a word to begin with a foot. Second, there is a requirement for feet to be bimoraic, a
requirement that is overridden by the constraint that a foot must contain a syllable with an onset. Hence the foot
structure in cases such as these can be argued to be different: (RaUÞa)(sD)a / (RaRaVDa) vs. (RaJXa)(URa) / (RaJXa)Ra. Note in
particular that the final vowel of RaJXaRa is not incorporated into a foot because the three requirements for a
well-formed foot are already satisfied: word-initiality, bimoraicity, containing a syllable with onset. In contrast, the
initial vowel of RaRaVDa must be part of a foot in order to satisfy word-initiality. As a result of the different prosodic
structures, it is possible to formulate NO-HIATUS in a manner that is sensitive to foot structure – as already proposed
in the text. Hiatus is prohibited within a foot (to derive the forms such as RaRaVDa) and across feet (to derive the
reduplicative cases seen in section §0) but not between a footed vowel and a non-footed vowel (as in RaJXaRa). These
interactions of prosodic structure with r-deletion require further investigation.
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(37) Minimality
A word must contain a foot.
A foot must contain a syllable with an onset.
This condition is respected in the relatively long forms of (26) and (27), but is violated in the overly short
forms of (35) and (36). Note that both Akinlabi’s skeletal formulation of minimality and Ola’s prosodic
characterisation correctly allow r-deletion in consonant-initial forms such as GDUD ~ GDD ‘good’ while prohibiting
deletion in cases like (35) and (36).
(38) r-deletion blocked by minimality
*HIAT
(i)
/DUD/
(ii)
/RUÞ/

(iii)
/GDUD/

&

a.
b.
a.
b.
c.
d.
a.
b.

&
&

[DUD@
[DD@
[RUL]
[RL]
[RR]
[LL]
[GDUD]
[GDD]

MINIM

MAX
NONHI

*r

MAX
HIBK

ANCHOR

MAX
HIFRNT

MAXr

*
*

*!
*
*!

*!
*!
*!

*
*

*

*
*
*

*!
*

To summarise and conclude, I have argued here that the asymmetries observed in connection to r-deletion
are due to the same constraint hierarchy as observed for the other phenomena discussed here. The only additional
types of constraints were of two types, both independently required. The *r and MAX-r constraints define the
inventory possibilities with respect to r-sounds; the MINIMALITY constraints define possible and impossible prosodic
shapes. Ranked appropriately with respect to the set of constraints already seen to govern vowel cooccurrence
possibilities, correct surface patterns involving the retention and loss of r fall out automatically.

7 Excursus on sonority as faithfulness
It has been proposed here (see (9)) that vowel-sensitive faithfulness incorporates reference to sonority. The
alternative would be to encode reference to sonority in well-formedness constraints that are not of the faithfulness
family. For example, according to the basic proposals of Prince & Smolensky (1993), vowels of Yoruba could be
assessed for their sonority-based harmony, such that nonhigh vowels are more harmonic than high back vowels
which in turn are more harmonic than high front vowels:
(39) The Nuclear Harmony Constraint (HNUC):
a. A higher sonority nucleus is more harmonic than one of lower sonority (Prince & Smolensky 1993:16).
b. Yoruba: Nuc/Nonhi Nuc/HiBk Nuc/HiFrt
In numerous cases, an analysis based on HNUC would derive comparable results to the account presented
here. For example, given the ranking NO-HIATUS >> HNUC >> ANCHOR, correct results can be achieved in cases
such as /RZR HNSR/ ~ [RZH HNSR] (10), /LOH L6(/ ~ [LOH H6(] (11), and /(UX LJL/ ~ [(UX XJL] (12) as seen in the tableaux
below.
Where the two vowels in contact are both mid, HNUC makes no distinction between the different nuclei and
the optimal candidate is determined by other constraints:
(40) Comparison with HNUC: two mid vowels

/RZR HNSR/
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a.
b.
c.

&

[RZR HNSR]
[RZR RNSR]
[RZH HNSR]

NOHIATUS
*!
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HNUC

ANCHOR

|nonhi| |nonhi|
|nonhi| |nonhi|
|nonhi| |nonhi|

*!

Where the two vowels in contact are mid and high, HNUC favours the result with nonhigh vowels:
(41) Comparison with HNUC: mid and high vowels
NOHIATUS
a.
*!
[LOH L6(]
/LOH L6(/
[
LOH
H6(
]
b.
c.
[LOL L6(]

&

HNUC

ANCHOR

|nonhi| |hi|
|nonhi| |nonhi|
|hi| |hi|*!

*

Where the two vowels in contact are high, but where one if front and one is back, then HNUC favours the
back vowel:
(42) Comparison with HNUC: high back and high front vowels
NOHNUC
HIATUS
a.
[HUX LJL]
*!
|hi back| |hi front|
|hi back| |hi back|
/(UX LJL/
[HUX XJL]
b.
c.
[HUL LJL]
|hi front| |hi front|*!

&

ANCHOR

*

The nuclear harmony possibility fails, however, to correctly derive other types of patterns. For example, the
pattern of epenthesis in Yoruba whereby [i] is preferred as an epenthetic vowel (Pulleyblank 1988) derives
automatically from a theory where the insertion of a more sonorous vowel entails the violation of a higher
faithfulness constraint than does the insertion of a less sonorous vowel (see Pulleyblank 1998). Formally, such cases
result from the harmonic ranking of a set of DEP constraints: DEPNONHI >> DEPHIBACK >> DEPHIFRONT. A
different type of argument emerges from an examination of the pattern of r-deletion seen in section §6. The problem
is the following. According to an analysis where nuclear harmony is a well-formedness condition independent of
faithfulness, faithfulness itself is blind to the sonority values of the segments it governs. This makes it difficult or
impossible to correctly rank the condition that prohibits the presence of /r/ in Standard Yoruba.
Consider the two examples seen in (32), namely RaUÞa6Da ~ RaRa6Da and RaUD\Ha ~ *RaR\Ha. Recall that r-deletion is
possible in the former case (because of the presence of a high vowel) and impossible in the latter. To derive this
difference, the account proposed in section §6 analyses faithfulness to nonhigh vowels as more important than the
prohibition on /r/, and the prohibition on /r/ as more important than faithfulness to high vowels: MAXNONHI >> *r >>
MAXHIBACK >> MAXHIFRONT. If the assessment is with respect to HNUC, then there is no ranking of *r that will
correctly differentiate between high and nonhigh vowels.
If *r is ranked above HNUC, then r-deletion should apply to both cases, with HNUC simply picking the most
harmonic vowel available given the requirements of NO-HIATUS and *r. This correctly derives [RR6D@ but incorrectly
derives [RR\H] (shown by the skull and crossbones (1)).
(43) Ranking *r above HNUC
NOHIATUS
(i)
/RaUÞa6Da/

(ii)
/RaUD\Ha/

a.
b.
c.
d.
a.
b.
c. 1
d.

&

[RUL6D@
[RL6D@
[RR6D@
[LL6D]
[RUD\H]
[RD\H]
[RR\H]
[DD\H]

*r

MAXV
IDENTV

*!
*!
*
*
*!
*!
*
*

HNUC
oi
oi
oo
i i *!
oa
oa
oo
aa

ANCHOR

MAX-r

*
*
*

*!

*
*
*

Note that *r would have to be ranked above either MAXV or IDENTV (faithfulness constraints forcing the
retention/featural identity of vowels) in order to make r-deletion possible at all. Given the established high ranking of
NO-HIATUS, it would be impossible to ever delete /r/ if both NO-HIATUS and MAXV/IDENTV were highly ranked.
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The alternative to ranking HNUC below *r would be to rank it above. A consideration of this alternative
shows that it fails seriously, however. Since *r must outank either MAXV or IDENTV, then if HNUC outranks *r, the
ranking established would be: HNUC >> *r >> MAXV/IDENTV. This ranking would cause nuclear harmony to
overrule faithfulness, presumably replacing all nonharmonic high vowels with more harmonic nonhigh vowels. And
even if this undesirable result were curtailed in some way, the analysis would fail by again treating nuclear harmony
as ranked as a unit above *r with the result that high and nonhigh vowels should behave in the same way with respect
to r-deletion.
One might attempt to salvage an HNUC analysis by unpacking HNUC but keeping it separate from
faithfulness. According to this view, the relevant grammaticisation of HNUC for Yoruba could be as follows:
(44) The Nuclear Harmony Constraint unpacked:
*NUC/HIFRONT >> *NUC/HIBACK >> *NUC/NONHI
Such an account fails for reasons comparable to those just seen for the unpacked nuclear harmony
constraints. To see this, consider possible rankings of the prohibition on /r/ with respect to the nuclear harmony
constraints. As background, note as above that MAXV/IDENTV must be ranked above the constraints in (44) since
otherwise all but the optimal vowel would be excluded in general; similarly, NO-HIATUS must be ranked above
MAXV/IDENTV since otherwise vowel identity would be required even in a V V sequence. Given high ranking of
MAXV/IDENTV, and given the harmonically fixed ranking of the nuclear harmony constraints, the relevant rankings
including *r would be as follows:
(45) Possible rankings with *r
a. NO-HIATUS >> *r >> MAXV/IDENTV >> *NUC/HIFRONT >> *NUC/HIBACK >> *NUC/NONHI
b. NO-HIATUS >> MAXV/IDENTV >> *r >> *NUC/HIFRONT >> *NUC/HIBACK >> *NUC/NONHI
c. NO-HIATUS >> MAXV/IDENTV >> *NUC/HIFRONT >> *r >> *NUC/HIBACK >> *NUC/NONHI
d. NO-HIATUS >> MAXV/IDENTV >> *NUC/HIFRONT >> *NUC/HIBACK >> *r >> *NUC/NONHI
e. NO-HIATUS >> MAXV/IDENTV >> *NUC/HIFRONT >> *NUC/HIBACK >> *NUC/NONHI >> *r
To assess these rankings, three candidate types need to be considered: (i) Vi r Vj, (ii) Vi Vj , (iii) Vj Vj / Vi Vi .
In the first type, there is no r-deletion, hence such forms violate *r. In the second type, r-deletion results in a
violation of NO-HIATUS. In the third type, r-deletion and vocalic changes ensure that *r and NO-HIATUS are
respected, but there is some violation of faithfulness, either MAXV or IDENTV. Given the high ranking of NO-HIATUS
in all of (45), the second type of case (Vi Vj) would correctly be ruled out by all rankings. Consider therefore the
choice between the type of candidate retaining /r/ (Vi r Vj) and the types of candidates involving loss of /r/ in
conjunction with assimilation (Vj Vj / Vi Vi ). Since the cases retaining /r/ violate *r, and since the cases involving
assimilation violate either MAXV or IDENTV, the choice between the two types of candidates falls entirely on the
relative ranking of *r with respect to MAXV/IDENTV. Hence the grammar in (45a) would evaluate the Vj Vj / Vi Vi
types as optimal, while all four grammars in (45b-d) would evaluate the Vi r Vj type as optimal. None of the
grammars make the necessary distinction between forms where /r/ occurs adjacent to a high or a nonhigh vowel. I
illustrate this first with the ranking of (45a) and then with the ranking of (45e).
As seen in (43), ranking *r above MAXV/IDENTV incorrectly makes forms involving r-deletion optimal no
matter what the vowel height is:
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(46) High ranking of *r
NOHIATUS
(i)
/RaUÞa6Da/

(ii)
/RaUD\Ha/

a.
b.
c.
d.
a.
b.
c. 1
d.

&

[RUL6D@
[RL6D@
[RR6D@
[LL6D]
[RUD\H]
[RD\H]
[RR\H]
[DD\H]

*r

MAXV
IDENTV

*!
*!

*NUC/
HIFRONT
*
*

*
*

*NUC/
HIBACK

*!

*!
*!
*
*

*NUC/
NONHI
**
**
**20
*
***
***
**
**

ANCHOR

*

*!

To exclude forms such as *[ooye] and *[aaye], it must be the case that a constraint violated by both occurs above
some constraint violated by [oraye] – the form that should be optimal. This would indeed be the result of a ranking
such as (45e).
(47) Low ranking of *r

(i)
/RaUÞa6Da/

(ii)
/RaUD\Ha/

a. 1
b.
c.
d.
a.
b.
c.
d.

&

NOHIATUS
[RUL6D@
[RL6D@
[RR6D@
[LL6D]
[RUD\H]
[RD\H]
[RR\H]
[DD\H]

MAXV
IDENTV

*!
*!
*!
*!
*!
*!

*NUC/
HIFRONT
*
*
*

*NUC/
HIBACK

*NUC/
NONHI
**
**
**
*
***
***
**
**

*r

ANCHOR

*

*
*

*

Unfortunately, by lowering *r, the retention of /r/ becomes optimal in all cases, no matter what the vowel sequence
is. Intermediate positions for *r would have no different results since the nuclear harmony family is irrelevant in any
grammar where MAXV/IDENTV outrank *r.
I conclude that no ranking of *r with respect to a family of nuclear harmony constraints derives the correct
result in the Yoruba case. This failing is a direct consequence of the lack of formal relation between nuclear harmony
and faithfulness. If harmonic sonority relations are encoded as an integral part of the faithfulness relation, then the
problem examined in this section disappears – as already demonstrated in section §6.

8 Conclusion
Structural properties of vowel representation seem largely orthogonal to the asymmetries observed in the Yoruba
vowel system. Of crucial importance is a harmonic scale where the inertia of more sonorous vowels prevails over
that of less sonorous vowels. The grammaticisation of this sonority-based pattern interacts with constraints governing
various specific patterns of Yoruba phonology to produce interlocking patterns of vocalic asymmetries.
Rule-based accounts of Yoruba vowel patterns succeed in describing the range of patterns, but fail to
explain them. Whether direct reference to feature values such as [+high] and [–high] is allowed, or whether
underspecification for [±high] is assumed, rule-based accounts of Yoruba require a plethora of rules, each one
tailored to a particular construction and building in the particular behaviour of vowels with respect to their height.
Note in particular that the underspecified approach of Pulleyblank (1988) predicts some of the patterns of vowel
behaviour, but predicts the opposite of the observed facts in other cases – obviously a serious problem for such an
20

I assume that the [oo] of a form like [RR6D@ and the [ii] of a form like [RR6D@ count as single *NUC/NONHI
violations since the forms would involve single sets of features linked to two moras in order to satisfy the
NO-HIATUS constraint.
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account. Were such an analysis to be reframed in terms of monovalent features, the problem would only be
aggravated due to the structural inflexibility of such features.
In marked contrast, the optimality theoretic account proposed here succeeds by postulating a basic
constraint set governing faithfulness to vocalic specifications, where the proposed set is based on considerations of
sonority. This basic vocalic set then interacts directly with the constraints that govern other aspects of Yoruba
phonology, for example, the constraints on hiatus, reduplication, the consonant inventory, and so on. The core of the
proposal is the core set of vocalic constraints – those governing vocalic faithfulness.
The proposed account examines a significant portion of the phonology of Yoruba involving vowels, but is
not, however, exhaustive. Matters of vowel epenthesis were mentioned only briefly, vowel harmony has been left
unexamined21 as has a relevant morpheme structure constraint discussed by Clements & Sonaiya (1990). While it
would be desirable for a comprehensive treatment of vocalic phenomena to include these phenomena, there is no
principled reason why a constraint-based approach to Yoruba vowels should be incompatible with such patterns. One
phenomenon of particular relevance to the issues addressed here involves the pattern of nasality on both consonants
and vowels. The relevance of this phenomenon is clear from both Pulleyblank (1988) and Clements & Sonaiya
(1990). I have chosen to address this issue separately (Pulleyblank in prep) because of its relevance for general issues
of fixed segmentism in reduplication (Alderete et al 1997), but argue that the observed patterns are fully compatible
with the proposals for vocalic asymmetries presented here.
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